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Title: patient satisfaction on tuberculosis treatment service and adherence to treatment in public health facilities of Sidama zone, south Ethiopia.

Reviewer: Zafar Fatmi

Feedback given by: Zekariyas Sahile

FEEDBACK REPORT

Thanks for detail comments and suggestion.

1. The manuscript has been edited by fluent English expert. I hope the grammar and some misconception are corrected in this version.

2. The limitation of the study stated in the discussion part.

3. The measurement tools parts are corrected as commented.

4. Now the sample size discussed in short and precise. The sample size was estimated based on compliance factor because it gives the maximum sample size. Since the target population <10, 000, correction formula applied. Design effect was used since it is multistage sampling. At this version all the necessary information are mentioned clearly.

5. About systematic random sampling all the important steps described in this version.
6. The outcome variables of this study are patient satisfaction and adherence to TB treatment. The satisfaction part was analyzed as continues variable and the adherence part has two variables, Good and poor adherence. For this reason in regression analysis for satisfaction part the result was presented in beta coefficient with CIs and for adherence part OR with CIs was used. However to make it very clear as commented the result was present in sequence: descriptive, univariate analysis, and finally multivariate analysis

7. All table now mentioned in text.

8. The manuscript has been edited by fluent English expert. I hope grammar and some misconception are corrected in this version
Feedback report 2

Title: patient satisfaction on tuberculosis treatment service and adherence to treatment in public health facilities of Sidama zone, south Ethiopia.

Reviewer: zeba Rasmussen

Feedback given by: Zekariyas SAHILE

FEEDBACK REPORT

Thanks for detail comments and suggestion.

1. The manuscript has been edited by fluent English expert. I hope grammar and some misconception are corrected in this version

2. In this version all table labeled correctly